
Sound Map - Fallout 4

LOCATION @Vault 111 - Pip boy Operations @Vault 111 - Initiation Vault Recycling Sequence Exit from Vault Finding Sanctuary Meeting Cordsworth Fight Scene 
1

Fight Scene 2

DESCRIPTION Pip-Boy Operations

TIME CODE 0:00:20 00:00:48 0:01:20 0:01:20 0:01:50 0:02:43 0:02:58

SCENE Close shot of Pip Boy operations done by player. Upon booting, system specifications are loaded and 
player wipes out the dusty screen.

Player inside the Vault 111 which is a chamber of sorts. First he connects the PipBoy to an 
operation board and activates the Vault Door Cycling Sequence. A bulky mechanical key is 
used to unlock the vault door. and a lot of metallic sounds and upon activation of vault door 
cycling, a red warning light is flashing in the vault.

A metal pathway is moved and fixed in order to cross to a section in the vault 111. player walks across that and reaches the elevator door. A 
huge metal mechanic elevator comedown and elevator doors are opened.

Player comes out to from elevator to expose himself to sunlight after a long time. Surroundings looking 
life-less and post apocalyptic. He could see the sanctuary a little far away. He climbs downhill and starts 
walking to sanctuary to finally find Wordsworth

In game action suggestion pops up. Dialogue takes place by an old house, outside. Fight with Raiders in multi story building with an open space in the middle. Floor is 
wooden and Michael uses a machine gun that has to be manually reloaded by turning 
handle.

Fight with Raiders, Climbing a stair case, uses a shot gun.

DIALOGUE As I live and 
breathe

what happened shall we 
searchh the 
neighbourhood

all right lead 
the way

yes sir

VOICEOVER Vault door cycling 
sequence started 

initiated, please 
stand back

Shit I v lost him Grunts Agh.. Nahh…

AMBIENCE 1

AMBIENCE 2 Chamber Ambience in Vault 111 chamber ambience in vault 111 Out door deserted post apocalyptic environment Out door Inside a 
building

Outside building Inside building

SFX 1 Object 
Interations

lock belt switch on flip boy booting up & reveal pip boy icon pip boy booted, screen flicker removing a jack 
& plug to remote 
access unit

remove the jack 
from unit and plug 
back in

press big button 
on unit

siren start Machine gun 
fire

body fall machine gun 
fire

 shotgun fire shotgun fire body fall

SFX 2 Player 
Sounds

wipe dust off screen bring the 
arm closer 

footsteps on 
metal floor

footsteps 
backwards on 
metal floor

foot steps on 
meshed metal path 
way

foot steps on 
metal staircase

footsteps on concrete Hand &  body 
movements

footstep in 
gravel

long jump in 
gravel

footstops in 
gravel 

footsteps in dry 
grass

footsteps footsteps in 
wood

footsteps on 
wood

climbing 
wooden steps

SFX 3  Mechanics metal hatch 
moving towards 
vault door

metal hatch 
coming in 
contact with 
door

vault 
door 
opens

metal pathway 
moving to make 
way

Elevator 
reaching and 
opening

Elevator arrives 
to top and 
stops

Cordsworth Mechanical Sounds Cordsworth 
mechanics

Cordsworth 
movment

machine gun 
reload 
manually

Prepare reload

SFX 4 In game notifications/growl In game 
notifications

In game option 
Pop Up

In game growl In game option 
pop up

MUSIC Music Music Music
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